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karaoke parties, anime conventions, karaoke parties, anime conventions, 
emoji costumes, e-scooters, new emoji costumes, e-scooters, new 
architecture and liquid food. architecture and liquid food. 

They reveal to me the forces that They reveal to me the forces that 
shape the present, ways of relating shape the present, ways of relating 
in a post-digital world and glimpses in a post-digital world and glimpses 
into the immediate, uncertain future. into the immediate, uncertain future. 
If it wasn‘t for art I might be called a If it wasn‘t for art I might be called a 
conspiracy theorist. conspiracy theorist. 

My research and fascinations My research and fascinations 
manifest in performative video manifest in performative video 
essays and participatory, essays and participatory, 
multimedia happenings.multimedia happenings.



is an attempt to examine the ideologies 
and implications of Y-FOOD - the latest 
product of the food engineering industry 
targeted at the average consumer. The 
kitchen, cupboards, pans, my body and 
other bodies are the tools I used for my 
investigations.

You Are What You Drink
Video (16:9, color, sound, 13.’25’’)
watch here

screening at ZHdK 12.01.23

https://vimeo.com/789876644


You Are What You Drink stills





What do the following events have in common? What do the following events have in common? 
- the World Economic Forum- the World Economic Forum
- the japan anime manga night- the japan anime manga night
- an anti globalization protest- an anti globalization protest

They all took place in or around the same building. They all took place in or around the same building. 
The Congress center of Davos in Switzerland. The Congress center of Davos in Switzerland. 

This video essay connects these stories through This video essay connects these stories through 
their shared backdrop. It analyzes the shift of Swiss their shared backdrop. It analyzes the shift of Swiss 
anime conventions from uncommercial DIY spaces anime conventions from uncommercial DIY spaces 
into consumer paradises and how the political elite into consumer paradises and how the political elite 
might have a lot in common with nerdy might have a lot in common with nerdy outsider outsider 
communities.communities.

Creating A Shared Future In A Fractured World Creating A Shared Future In A Fractured World 
(work in progress 2023)(work in progress 2023)
Video (16:9, color, sound, 11.’14’’)
watch here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyJzooSPRdY


screening at ZHdK 04.05.2023



Creating A Shared Future In A Fractured WorldCreating A Shared Future In A Fractured World stills





In calendar week 50 of 2023, invitations 
to the vernissage of the group exhibition 
“there will be karaoke after this” were sent 
out via E-Mail, Telegram and WhatsApp. 
The title of the opening kept its promise. 
The Students studio was transformed into 
a lounge landscape facing a stage. At 9pm 
the presenter gave a short introduction 
while dressed as a laughing emoji. He 
told the audience that in order to perform, 
one had to fill in a form and wait to be 
announced. 

scan of instant camera negative

Miracle Mics KARAOKE
(2023 - on going)

Miracle Mics Karaoke was an attempt to 
create an environment that allows to feel 
the joy of singing and dancing with the 
computer instead for profitable algorithms.

Currently I‘m still trying to gather as many 
artifacts as possible that were generated 
by the event. Until now I collected Instant 
camera pictures, forms, smartphone 
videos, tiktoks and dating app profiles.



scans of instant camera negatives | Miracle Mics Karaoke logo



form for a perfomance of „its oh so quiet by björk“
iliib5llihillibilli performing „its oh so quiet by björk“ 
still form smartphone video



red vs blue performing „Torn-10-Dj Victor Borge“ 
still form smartphone videoform for a perfomance of „Torn-10-Dj Victor Borge“



invitation via E-Mailinivitation via telegram



dating app profile with image taken at the eventphone displaying tiktok recorded at the event



Group Shows

2023 there will be karaoke after this                   Toni Areal, Zurich
2023 is the artmarket in the room with us right now? Toni Areal, Zurich
2023 birds are nesting in the ashtray     Toni Areal, Zurich
2022 HOT KOTZ BUNS      BSMNT, Leipzig
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